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Episode 5 includes quite a few new additions of  content. The new"Hero"meseta pso2 (https://www.pso2ah.com/)
course is introduced, participant level caps are now improved to level 90, and new ARKS assignments and areas
are at present explorable. Furthermore, brand new enemy types, fresh rewards, fresh seasonal events, and new
Alliance Quarters are added too, further improving the level of freedom and material that players can enjoy. Photon
Art and Technique levels are improved, and besides this, new Photon Arts, Techniques, and Battle Arena weapons
are even more additions included in Episode 5. A brand-new pursuit type, dubbed"Buster Quests," has been
included. These quests are similar to raids, but they also feature base defense components. In order to achieve
success, players need to work collectively between gathering and protecting resources during the Defense phase
and enabling siege weapons to destroy the enemy castle during the Buster phase. Included in the Episode 5
upgrade bonus, Xbox Game Pass Ultimate members will receive a Lillipan Suit and an Arkuma Suit at No Cost. This
post may comprise Amazon affiliate links. We get to see trailers showcasing articles coming from the upcoming
upgrades (you can see them all below, set the right time within the livestream), and in addition to this, Sega
announced more collaborations. In mid-October, fans will be able to enjoy content from Studio Trigger's favorite
anime series SSSS. Gridman, which you may see in the next trailer below. This will come to the Japanese version
of the game in November 2020. At the moment, no pictures or videos were supplied. Phantasy Star Online 2 is
available in the west for Xbox One and PC (Japanese version is currently available on PC, PS4, and Nintendo
Switch). A couple of days ago, we noticed the western variation enjoyed a"strong start" and that it handed one
million players. The first game will, in turn, receive a visual update to bring it in line with New Genesis' pictures.
Players will be able to use the very same accounts and characters to play both matches. PSO2: NGS will be 100%
free-to-play just like PSO2 and will start Windows 10, Xbox One, and Xbox Series X in 2021, the exact same year
that marks the 20th anniversary of their original PSO. Additional information are available on the official website now
as well. You could even find the PSO2: NGS teaser site here. I've reached out to PR for more details and
clarification and will keep things updated as I learn more. Meanwhile, you are able to join from the Announcement
Celebration in PSO2 right now for some free bonuses and perks.The wait is over for Phantasy Star Online 2's
Episode 5. There is a new story, updated attributes and even a new course to enjoy. Sega has been hyping up the
game's next phase with bonuses and bonuses for a while, but  nowcheap PSO2 Meseta (https://www.pso2ah.com/)
there's even more.
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